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First EpochGeodeticMeasurements
With the Global PositioningSystem
Across the Northern Caribbean Plate Boundary Zone
T. H. DIXON, G. GONZALEZ, S. M. LICHTEN, AND E. KATSIGRIS
Jet PropulsionLaboratory,CaliforniaInstituteof Technology,
Pasadena,California

The first geodeticsurveyacrossthe northernCaribbeanplate boundaryzone with the Global
Positioning
System(GPS) was conducted
in June1986. Baselinevectorsdefinedby the six station
regionalGPS networkrangedfrom 170 to 1260 km in length. Repeatabilityof independent
daily

baseline
estimates
wasbetter
than8 mmplus1.3partsin 108of baseline
lengthforhorizontal
components. The wet tropospheric
pathdelayduringthe experiment
wasbothhigh,sometimes
exceeding
30
cm at zenith,and variable,sometimesexceeding5 cm variationover severalhours. Successfulcarder

phasecycleambiguityresolution("biasfixing") couldnot be achievedprior to construction
of a
regionaltroposphere
model. Tropospheric
calibrationwas achievedwith watervaporradiometers
at
selectedsites,and with stochastictroposphere
modelsand estimationtechniquesat remainingsites.

With optimumtroposphere
treatment
andsingle-day
orbitalarcs,we resolvedmostbiaseson baselines
up to about550 km in length. With multidayorbitalarcswe resolvedmostbiasesin the network
regardless
of baseline
length. Ourresultssuggest
thatconstraints
on plateboundary
zonedeformation
in the Greater Antilles, and on the North America-Caribbeanrelative plate motion vector, can be
obtainedwith a seriesof GPS experiments
spanninglessthan 10 and 15 years,respectively.

INTRODUCTION

ing. Resolutionof motion betweenpossiblemicroplates,or
among individual fault blocks (e.g., in Hispaniola) is also
Relative motion of the Caribbean plate with respect to important, and while possible with shorter baselines(<300
adjacentplates is poorly constrained. Global plate motion km in length), alsorequiresrate accuraciesof a few millimemodels [Jordan, 1975; Stein et al., 1988; Dernets et al., ters per year or better due to the low rates of motion
1990] and local models [Sykeset al., 1982] can place only involved. These requirementssuggestthe need for highindirect constraints on these vectors because transform fault
accuracy geodetic measurements over a wide range of
azimuths,earthquakeslip vectors,mid-oceanridge spreading baseline lengths.
rates and other relative motion indicatorsare poorly defined, Positionaccuraciesof a few millmetersplus 1-2 parts in
lengthhavebeensuggested
in thesouthwestvariable, sparseor nonexistentaroundthe boundariesof this 108of baseline
plate. Determinationof the relative motion of the Caribbean ern United States with Global Positioning System (GPS)
plate with respectto North Americais alsomade difficult by measurements,based on comparisonsto very long baseline
the fact that their commonboundaryis a complex,deforming interferometry(VLBI) data [Blewitt, 1989; Dong and Bock,
zone. Within this plate boundaryzone, the larger islandsof 1989; Dixon et al., 1990]. However, it is not clear that this
the Greater Antilles (Hispaniola and Puerto Rico) may level of performance is easily extended to the Caribbean
behaveas rigid blocks("microplates")or may themselvesbe region, due to the possiblyenhancedinfluence of two error
internally deforming. Geodetic measurement of overall sourcesfor GPS geodesy:uncertaintiesin the orbits of the
relative plate motion, relative motion among the larger GPS satellites,and uncertaintiesin the signal propagation
crustal blocks within the boundaryzone, and internal block delay associatedwith passage through a variable, humid
deformation, can help to clarify the intricate kinematic troposphere.
In June1986 the first geodeticmeasurements
spanningthe
relationships.
The accuracyrequirementsfor suchmeasurements
are very northernCaribbeanplate boundaryzone were obtainedwith
stringent. Relative motion of the Caribbean plate with GPS. We presentresultsfrom that experiment,and describe
respect to North America, according to a recent model, is strategiesfor dealing with orbit- and troposphere-related
about20 mm/yr with an uncertaintyof about5 mm/yr [Stein errors. We also briefly review some geologicproblemsin
et al., 1988]. Geodetic measurementof this rate ideally the region to which GPS measurementsmay be relevant,
shouldhave an accuracyof 5 mm/yr or better. Since a large focusingon the implied accuracyrequirements.
fractionof the Caribbeanplate boundaryis either submarine
or involves diffuse continental deformation zones [Burke et

Ti•
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al., 1980, 1984], appropriate measurementsites that lie
The characteristicsof the GPS systemand its application
unequivocallyon differentplatescan be separatedby 300 km
or more (Figure 1), making geodeticmeasurements
challeng- to high-precision geodesy are reviewed in many recent
publications [e.g., Rernondi, 1985; Beutler et al., 1987;
Lichten and Border, 1987; Tralli et al., 1988; Dong and
Bock, 1989; Blewitt, 1989]. We review here only those
aspectscritical to this study. Briefly, dual-frequencycarrier
phasedelay data from GPS satellites,with or without group
Copyright1991 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion
delay data (oftentermedpseudorange)
from the P codeand/or
C/A code, are recordedby groundreceiversand analyzedfor
Papernumber 90JB02003.
0148-0227/91/90JB-02003505.00
high-precisionposition information. Continuouslytracked
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Fig. 1. Stations
occupied
for theJune1986northern
Caribbean
GPSexperiment.
Someof themajorfaultsin the
regionare shown,from Bowin [1975], Mann et al. [1984)] and Byrne et al. [1985)]. CF=CamuFault;
SF=Septentrional
Fault;SSBF=South
Samana
BayFault;HF =Hispaniola
FaultZone;HTF=HatilloThrustFault;
EPGFZ=Enriquillo-Plantain
GardenFaultZone.

carderphasedataprovidea precisemeasure
of rangechange Caribbean (Figure 1). Seven of the continental U.S. sites
betweenthe satellite and groundreceiver,but the absolute have had a history of VLBI observationsand thuscan act as
range is ambiguous by an integer number of carrier fiducialsitesor candefinebaselines
for GPS accuracy
tests
wavelengths. In principle,P code pseudorange
data can throughcomparison
of resultsfromthe two techniques.All
providethe absolutesatellite-receiver
rangebiasedonly by the continental U.S. sites as well as Grand Turk and Guansatelliteand receiverclock offsetsbut may not be available
from somereceivertypesor may be noisyor contaminated
by multipath
effects.Otherapproaches
aregenerally
required TABLE 1. Sitesand Equipmentfor the June1986NorthernCaribbean
GPS Experiment
to resolve the carrier phase cycle ambiguities. In this
experiment,pseudorangedata were available from the T14100 receivers in the network but not from the SERIES-X

Location

ReceiveH'

WVR

receivers (Table 1).

A necessary
conditionfor obtaininghigh-precision
geode- Ft. Davis, Texas*
tic datawith GPS is preciseknowledgeof satelliteorbitsdur- Hat Creek, California*
ing the period of groundobservations.Simultaneoustrack- Haystack, Massachusetts*
Mammoth Lakes, California
ing of the satellitesfrom sites whosepositionsare well Mojave, California*
knownfromsomeothertechnique,
suchasVLBI, canprovide Monument Peak, California*
the requisiteinformation. Systematicerrorsin the locations Ovro,Califomia*

TI
TI
TI
Ti
SX
Ti

----R08
--R07
---

SX

R02•:

TI

R05

ber and viewing geometry,lead to systematicerrorsin the CaboFrancesViejo,
orbit and baselineestimatesof interest[Freymueller and DominicanRepublic

TI

---

Golombek, 1988]. These errors tend to scale with baseline Cabo Rojo,

TI

SCAM 1

TI

---

TI

J01

Ti

R06•:

Ti

R04

of these "fiducial" sites, as well as limitations in their num- Richmond, Florida*

DominicanRepublic
Capotillo,
(>300 km) baselines[Dixon et al., 1985]. One limitation DominicanRepublic
for GPS geodesyin the Caribbeanregionis thatno fiducial GrandTurk,

lengthand can becomethe major error sourceon longer
sites exist at presentwithin the region, and only 1 site

Turks and Caicos Islands

(Richmond, Florida) is close. Thus it needs to be demon- Guantanamo
Bay,

stratedthat existingU.S. fiducial sitesprovideadequate

Cuba

constraintsfor high-precisionGPS baselineestimationin Isabela,
Puerto Rico
the Caribbeanregion, particularly for longer baselines
sensitive to orbit uncertainties.

The June1986Caribbean
GPSexperiment
spanned
8 days
from June3 - 10. Eight sitesin the continentalUnited States
were occupied(Table 1), along with six sitesin the northern

*VLBI location data are available for these stations.

'•TI= TI-4100
TMreceiver
(Texas
Instruments)
and
SX= Series
X

receiver.

•:High-qualityWVR datawerenot obtainedfrom thesestations.
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tanamoare on the North Americanplate; the remainingfour
sites are on the Caribbean plate. The southernmostsite,
Cabo Rojo, was chosenbecauseits locationis southof most
(but probably not all) of the plate boundary zone
deformationin Hispaniola(Figure1). The equipmentusedat

moduleandincludesan uppertriangular-diagonal
(UD) factorized batchsequentialKalmanfilter [Bierman,1977] with the

Blewitt, 1989]. Most techniquesavailable to resolve the
ambiguitiesbenefitfrom the existenceof shorter(<100-200
km) baselines in the network, where atmospheric
(ionosphericplus tropospheric)calibrationerrors generally
tend to be small. Unfortunately, wet troposphericeffects
were significanteven for the shortest(168, 184 km) baselines in the Caribbean network. Wet path delays in the
Caribbeanwere both high and variable during the experiment, sometimesexceeding30 cm at zenith, and 5 cm variation over severalhours. The high level of temporalfluctua-

delay is determinedby measurementof surfacepressureunder
the assumptionof hydrostaticequilibrium. The wet zenith
delay can be determined either by a WVR [e.g., Janssen,
1985] or by measurementof surfacetemperatureand relative
humidity,coupledwith a simple atmosphericmodel [Chao,
1974]. For this experiment, surface meteorological(SM)
measurementswere taken at all sites, and water vapor
radiometermeasurements
were taken at somesites(Table 1).
WVR data were reducedfrom brightnesstemperaturemeasurementsto zenith wet path delay using the algorithm of

capabilityto model and estimateprocess(colored)noise
parameters.OAFILTER allowssimultaneous
estimationof
satellite orbit parameters, satellite and ground station
each site is listed in Table 1.
clocks, ground station positions, satellite solar radiation
coefficientsandzenithtroposphere
parameters.The
A secondnecessarycondition for high-precisiongeodesy pressure
with GPS is adequatecharacterizationof wet tropospheric zenith tropospheric path delay or its residual after
path delays. Three of the Caribbeansites,plus Richmond, calibration can be modeled as a constant term or stochasFlorida,had water vapor radiometers(WVRs) for calibration tically. AMBIGON [Blewitt, 1989] resolves the integer
of the wet zenithdelay. However,the qualityof thesevaried. cycle carrier phase ambiguities and adjusts parameter
Only one site (Grand Turk) had a newer, three-channelmodel estimatesto improvedvalues, exploiting the fact that the
(J-01) suited for field operation;the remaining sites were groupdelayof the P codemodulationis the samemagnitude
covered with older, less robust two-channel units. Power (though oppositesign) as the phase delay, provided the
interruptionsand other problemsoccasionallylimited GPS correct number of cycles has been assignedto the phase
or WVR dataacquiredat a givensite. The amountof GPS data measurement.
recoveredfor each day of observationat the various sites is
Initial attemptsto resolvethe cycle ambiguitiesafter simlisted in Table 2. WVR data were available for most days at ple tropospheric
calibrationwereunsuccessful.
We therefore
sitesso equipped(Table 1). However,an inoperativeeleva- concentratedfirst on identifying an optimum calibration
tion drive on the WVR at Cabo Rojo preventedthis instru- approachfor the wet tropospheric
path delay [Tralli et al.,
mentfrom acquiringthe "tippingcurve"datarequiredfor self- 1988; Tralli and Lichten, 1990]. The atmosphere(mainly
calibration. The instrumentwas operatedin a vertical-only the troposphere)delays the GPS signal by an amount p
mode,with the expectationthat thesedatawould have lower whichcanbe expressedas
accuracy,but might neverthelessprovide some information
o
o
on temporalfluctuations. Anothergoal of this study is to
P=PdMd(0)+Pw
Mw(0)
(1)
evaluatewhetherthe tropospheric
calibrationaffordedby our
limited suite of WVRs is adequatefor the entire Caribbean wherepød,
warethedry andwet zenithtropospheric
delays,
network.
respectively,and M(0) is a mappingfunctionrelatingzenith
If the carrierphasecycle ambiguityis not fixed by some path delaysto delaysat otherelevations.The mappingfunctechniquebut is estimatedalongwith othergeodeticparame- tions are assumedto be azimuthallysymmetric. We usedthe
ters, precisionof the horizontal baseline componentsis mapping function developed by Lanyi [1984], which
degradedby factorsof 2 or more [Dong and Bock, 1989; accountsfor ray bendingand Earth curvature. The dry zenith

tionssuggests
the likelihoodof largehorizontalgradients
in Robinson [1988]. A subset of the data was also reduced
thewettropospheric
pathdelay[Treuhaft
andLanyi,1987],a using Gary et al.• [1985] algorithm, and yielded similar

possibility
supported
by theobservation
thatthevariationsresults,generallywithin about 1 cm of the zenith wet path
werenotcorrelated
at adjacent
sitesin anyobviousway. The delay [Tralli and Lichten, 1990]. For both SM and WVR
associated
pathdelayerrorswill therefore
not tendto cancel calibration,residualcorrectionsto pøwwere estimatedalong
on the shorterbaselinesas they might under more benign with geodeticparametersexceptas notedbelow.
atmospheric
conditions.If uncorrected,
theseerrorsinhibit The wet delay can also be correctedwithout prior calibraresolutionof the carrier phasecycle ambiguities. Thus a tion, by estimatingit along with the geodeticparameters,
thirdgoalof ourstudyis to evaluatetheextentto whichdata relying solely on the geometricstrengthof the GPS data and
from the relativelysparseCaribbeannetworkoccupiedin the assumedelevationangle dependanceof the atmospheric
1986,coupledwith ourtropospheric
modelingandotherana- delay. The wet delay can be estimatedas a constant,or as a
lyticalstrategies,
allowresolution
of theseambiguities.
time-varying,stochasticparameter;residual errors after SM
DATA ANALYSIS

or WVR calibration can be similarly modeled [Lichten and
Border, 1987; Tralli et al., 1988; Tralli and Lichten, 1990].

A complete discussionof stochasticmodeling of process

All analyses
wereperformed
withtheGIPSY(GPSInferrednoiseis presentedby Bierman [1977]. Becauseof its imporPositioningSystem)dataprocessing
software. Of primary tancein the subsequentdiscussion,we summarizethe major
interesthere are the modulesGPSOMC (GPS ObservedMinus points below. Briefly, the temporal variation of the wet

Calculated),
OAFILTER andAMBIGON. GPSOMC[Soverspath delay, pw(t), or its residualafter calibrationcan be
and Border, 1988] calculatesan accuratemodel of the GPS modeledas a first-orderGauss-Markovprocess,defined by
observablesbased on nominal values of spacecraft and the stochasticdifferential equation:
stationpositionsand Earthorientation,
and outputsprefit
residualsandmeasurement
partialderivatives.OAFILTER
dpw(O
=-1Pw(O+o>(O
dt
•:
(2)
[Lichten, 1990a] is a least squaresparameterestimation
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wherex is the correlationtime of the stochastic
processand creteprocessnoisevariancebeingaddedto the systemin the
o•(t)is a zero meanwhite processnoisevariablewhosevari- next batchis just
ance,q, is describedby

<to(0to(t)'>= qcon•)(t- t')

(3)

=aqa
At

(12)

where angle bracketsdenotethe expectationvalue opera- where at is the batch interval (6 min). We define the rantor, 15is the Dirac delta function, and the subscript"con" domwalk parameter,a, as a convenient
way of characterizing
denotesa continuousprocess.Sincep(t) hasa zeromean,
our stochastictropospheremodels:

<p2(t)
>=02(0

(4)

tl=/•Aqdis
At

Then,

The randomwalk parameteris a measureof the magnitude
of typical variationof the zenith path delay or its residual
after calibrationin a given time. The Allan (two sample)

ap(t)

dt =-•o (t)+qcon

(13)

(5)variance,
aA
2[Allan,
1966],
can
also
characterize
troposphere fluctuations [Thompsonet al., 1986; Treuhaft and

For the steadystate:

Lanyi,1987],and,for a random
walk,is relatedto qdis:

ap(t)
dt

(6)

At

(14)

In this study,randomwalk modelsof the zenithwet path

which implies

qcon
=202•

(7)

delay or its residual after SM or WVR calibration are constructed,describedsimply by different values of a. This
yields resultsvery similar to thoseobtainedwith the Gauss-

where
ass,
thesteady
state
sigma,
isthenoise
levelofo(t) Markov
process
noise
model[TralliandLichten,
1990].
More importantly,as we will show, this approachprovides

reached
aftert >>x. Asxapproaches
infinity,
a Gaussprecise
"calibration"
ofwettropospheric
path
delay
effects,

Markov
process
approaches
arandom
walk,andass
becomes
even
atsites
where
WVRdataarenotavailable
orareofpoor

unbounded.
It is nevertheless
possible
to characterize
the quality.Where
WVRdataareavailable,
wecancompare
the
random
walkprocess
in terms
of therateof change
of q. It is empirically
determined
values
of a obtained
in ourstochastic
convenient
to consider
thecasefor discrete
time"batches,"
estimation
approach
toactual
values
based
ontheWVRmeabecause
thetropospheric
calibrations
aretakenasdiscretesurements;
if thevaluesaresimilar,thissuggests
thatour
samples
of a continuous
process.TheGPSobservables
are tropospheric
modelis physically
plausible.TheWVR-based

alsodiscrete,
beingcompressed
to 30-ssamples
in the values
of aweredetermined
following
theapproach
of Tralli

receiverand6-minaverages
in ourinitialanalysis,
andthe etal. [1988]andTralliandLichten[1990].
measurements
are processed
in discretetimebatches
via Table3 listsa typicalparameter
estimation
strategy.Data

covariance
matrixupdates
[seeLichten,1990a].In the fromeachdaywerefirstprocessed
separately
anddifferent
discrete
timeform,
approaches
for troposphere
calibration
weretested. Site

Pj+I
=mjpj
+Wj

days with less than 100 6-min "compressed"
data points

(8)(Table
2)were
omitted
from
this
preliminary
analysis,
as

where
j isthebatch
interval,
pj=p(tj),
and
mand
Ware
theresults
indicated
ahigh
degree
ofscatter
and
large
postfit

processnoise weightingfactor and the discreteform of the residuals when these data were included, regardlessof
tropospherictreatment. Cycle ambiguitieswere resolvedto
zero meanprocessnoise,respectively,definedby
the extent possible. To assessperformanceof various
troposphericcalibrationschemes,we consideredday-to-day
scatter(definedbelow) over the 4 to 8 availabledays,(e.g.,
Figures2 and 3), meanbaselinesolutions,postfitresiduals,
comparison
of estimatesof wet tropospheric
path delayfrom
Wj =
exp(-(5'+
1-•) /x) to(•)d•
SM or WVR calibrationwith estimatesbasedsolelyon GPS
.•tj
(10) data, and the percentageof successfullyresolved cycle
ambiguities.The day-to-dayscatter,or repeatability,
R, of a
vectorbaselinecomponent(east,northor vertical)is deftned
Finally, it can be shown[Bierman, 1977] that

mj=exp
(-(tj+
1-tj)/ x)

(9)

tj+l

as

<Wf>
=Aqdis

1

=• (1-mj
2)qcon

(n (C
i -<C
>)

2

2

2

= (1-mj)o•

(11)

where Aqdisis the discreteprocessnoisevarianceaddedto
the systemper batch interval. The rate of changeof the dis-

g •

(15)
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TABLE 3. EstimatedParameters,
A Priori SigmasandDataWeightsUsedfor
Analysisof the June 1986 CaribbeanGPS Data.

Parameter

A Priori Sigma

(100,100,100) km
(10,10,10) m/s
(2,2,2) km

Satellite positions
Satellite velocities
Mobile station coordinates
Station and satellite

clocks(modeledas white noise
with respectto a reference
clock at Ft. Davis)
Carrierphasebias
Zenith wet troposphericdelay

Is

10s

60 cm (calibrationfrom SM)
10-20 cm (calibrationfrom WVR)
60 cm (no prior wet calibration)
X: 25%

Solar radiationpressure

coefficients*
(Multiday arc analysesonly)
AssignedData Noise

Z: 25%

Y bias:lx10-12km/s
2
1 cm carrierphase
250 cm pseudorange

*Estimated
asconstants;
a priorisigmas
listed
aspercent
difference
fromnominal
valuefor X andZ components
in local spacecraft
referenceframe.

where n is the numberof days,C is the estimateof the com- the seven possible fiducial sites to provide the necessary

ponenton day i, <C> is the weightedaverageof thecompo- satellite ephemerisinformation for most of our analyses.
nent estimateover all days,and t•i is the formal error (unless Our choice of fiducial sites was based on common receiver
noted,all uncertainties
in thispaperare at the lo level). For type and data strength(Tables 1 and 2) coupledwith the
stochasticmodelsof either the entire wet delay or its residual desire to get the largest possible east-westand north-south
after calibration, several trial runs were made to determine extent in the trackingnetwork. Occasionally,weak data or
valuesof a that minimized day-to-dayscatterand/or (for SM completedata loss at one or more sites(Table 2) requiredus
calibrationand no calibrationcases)gave tropospheresolu- to substitutea fiducial site or use only three fiducial sites in
tions with temporal variation most similar to the WVR the analyses. A three-fiducialsite network consistingof the
above stationsminus Ft. Davis resulted in slightly greater
measurements.
For the SM calibration and no calibration
cases, actual baseline solutions obtained with different formal errorsand scatterin the day-to-daybaselineestimates
stochastic
modelswere alsocomparedto the WVR-calibrated for the singleday arc runs but otherwisedid not affect results
baseline estimates where these were available.
significantly,probablybecausethe geographicextentof the
With optimized fiducial and troposphericcalibration network was similar. Omission of Hat Creek, Richmond or
strategies,we were able to achieve reasonablelevels of Haystackfrom the four-stationnetwork affectedresultsto a
repeatabilityfor baselineslessthanabout500 km in length. greater extent, particularly for baselineslonger than 500
Baselines longer than this had a higher degree of scatter, km. For the multiday arc runs, which are more sensitiveto
suggesting that orbit uncertainties were contributing fiducial station location, best results were achieved with the
significant errors to the baseline estimates. We therefore networkdescribedabove,but with the positionof Fort Davis
employeda multiday arc approachin an attemptto reduce estimatedwith loose a priori constraints,perhapsreflecting
these errors. The advantagesof multiday arcs have been some uncertaintyin the site tie or monumentlocation at this
describedby Lichten and Border [1987] and Lichten and station. Basedon this experiencewe suggestthat a four- to
Bertiger [1989] and derive mainly from the visibility of the five-fiducial station network with the same or similar northsatellitesfrom the groundduring multiple orbit revolutions. southandeast-westextentasour "core"fiducialnetworkproWith observations over more than one revolution, orbital vides adequatecoveragefor Caribbeanbaselineestimatesand
periods and the positionsof the orbital nodes are better providesredundancyagainstdataoutagesor site tie problems
determined. The down-track satellite position and velocity at one or two sites.
components especially benefit from the multiday arc
treatment, which is sometimes manifested by a TroposphericCalibration
corresponding
improvementin the eastcomponentbaseline
accuracy.Another
advantage
is simplyrelatedto the1/x/n To simplify analysisand comparisonof variouswet delay
improvement in precision of the orbital component treatments, initial solutions were derived without bias fixestimate, where n is the number of measurements.
ing, using single-dayfits to the orbits. Tropospheremodels
at Ft. Davis, Texas, Haystack, Massachusetts, and the
RESULTS
California siteswere held fixed or were varied only within a
limited range in this preliminary analysis,while models at
Richmond, Florida, and the Caribbean sites were varied over
Fiducial Strategy
a wider rangedue to greateratmosphericvariability at these
We chose four sites (Hat Creek, California, Ft. Davis, sites. Three stationsin the latter group (Richmond,Cabo
Texas, Richmond, Florida, and Haystack,Massachusetts)
of Rojo and Grand Turk) were the initial focus of the study
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because
of theirhumidatmospheres,
WVR dataavailability,rain or grossmiscalibration
of the instrument
(seebelow),
anddatastrength
(Tables1 and2). We beginourdiscussion
bothof whichaffecttheaccuracy
of theWVR measurement.
with comparisons
of baselinerepeatabilityfrom these For SM calibration,
estimating
a time-varying
(stochastic)
preliminary
analyses
for varioustropospheric
calibrationwet delay residualto the calibrationwas superiorto
strategies
on someshorter(<300 km) baselines,where estimatinga constantresidual(Figure 2). For WVR
tropospheric
calibration
errorslikely dominateothererror calibration,constantand stochastic
residualerrormodels
sourcessuchas orbits.

gavesimilarresults,with differencesexceeding1 cm repeata-

Baselineestimates
incorporating
corrections
to SM cali- bility in only a few of the verticalcomponent
estimates
brationsfor the wet delayhadlowerday-to-dayscatterthan (e.g., Figure 3). In every case,however,solvingfor a
thoseusingSM calibrations
alone(Figure2). Estimation
of residualcorrection(either constantor stochasticterm)
residualzenithwet delayparameters
afterWVR calibrationimprovedthe quality of the verticalestimatewith WVR
alsoimproved
precision
relativeto thecasewhereno cOrrec-calibration, and generally improved the horizontal
tionwasapplied(Figure3). In general,
themagnitude
of the components,though less consistently. The optimum
residualcorrectionswas larger for SM calibrationthan for
WVR calibration,indicatingthat on averagethe WVR measurementsgave a better estimateof the total wet zenith
delay. However,therewereseveralcasesof large(>10 cm)

stochasticresidual error model for SM calibration also
allowed a higher level of temporalfluctuations(i.e., larger
valueof a) relativeto the bestWVR stochastic
residualerror
model. Theseobservations
suggestthat while the WVRs

apparent
errorsin theWVR measurements,
likelydueto local may have a bias, this bias doesnot have significanttime
SM CALIBRATION:

RESIDUAL

ERROR

TREATMENT

Cycle Ambiguities Estimated
CABO FRANCIS

VIEJO

- GRAND

TURK

234 km

4 Single Day Arcs
,

ß

.

•0

CABO FRANCIS

VIEJO-
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Fig. 2. Comparison
of initial baseline
repeatability
(rmsscatteraboutthe weighted
meanof severalindependent
daysof data;equation
[15])withoutbiasfixingforvarioustreatments
of residual
wettropospheric
delaysaftersurface
meteorology
(SM) calibration
ontworepresentative
baselines.
Residual
errortreatments
areno correction
(SM calibrationis assumed
perfect);constant
correction(a singleerrorvalueis estimatedoverthe approximately
6-hour

observation
period);
anda random
walkcorrection
(seetext)using
a value
ofc•= 1.2cm/•/hr.
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Fig. 3. Similar to Figure 2, for varioustreatmentsof residualdelayafter watervaporradiometer(WVR) calibration.
Residualerror treatmentsare no correction(WVR calibrationassumed
perfect);constantcorrection;and a random

walkcorrection
witha = 0.5cm/x/hr.
NotethatWVRisdeployed
atoneendof baseline
only(Table1).

variation and thus is adequatelycorrectedby estimatinga availablefor the Caribbeansiteswere not accurateat the 1constantresidual,or with a stochasticmodel allowing only cm level, based on the magnitude of the residual delay
smalltime variation. The WVR measurements
thusappearto correctionsnotedabove. The largestcorrections(exceeding

give a goodestimateof the time-varyingcomponent
of the 10 cm) occurred at Cabo Rojo, where the inoperative
wet tropospheric
pathdelay. In contrast,the SM calibration elevation drive disabled the standard "tipping curve"
errorsappearto fluctuatesignificantlyin time.
calibration. Someotherlarge (2-4 cm) differencesoccurat a
The accuracyof WVR calibrationmustbe about 1 cm or few siteson dayswhenrainfallwasreported.The presence
of
better in zenith wet path delay in order to significantly liquid waterin the atmosphere
canrenderthe WVR estimate
improveVLBI baselineestimates[Herring, 1986;Elgered et of watervapor invalid. Rain or condensation
on the antenna
al., 1990]. Similarrequirements
likely applyto GPS [Dixon housingcan also contributesignificantnear-fieldradiation,
and Kornreich Wolf, 1990]. The precisionof the zenithwet increasingsystemnoise. Together,theseeffectscan lead to
path delay measurement
with currentgenerationWVRs is severalcentimetersor greaterdeviationsin the estimateof
better than 1 cm [e.g., Janssen, 1985], but the actual the zenith wet path delay. Most of the Caribbeansites
accuracyachievedin a given field experimentis not well reportedscatteredrain showerson severaldays, and large
known, and may depend on site, season,weather, the cumulusbuildupswere commonthroughoutthe experiment.
specific instrumentand operatingconditions,and the Theseobservations
suggest
thatthereareuncertainties
in the
algorithmused to convert antennabrightnesstemperature WVR zenith wet path delay estimatesfor this experiment
measurements
to path delay. Errorsin the mappingfunction exceeding1 cm. Our bestbaselineestimatesthereforeused
usedto relatezenithdelaysto delaysat lowerelevationsmay WVR data at some sites only as a guide to temporal
also limit accuracy[Davis et al., 1985]. Our preliminary fluctuationsat a given site (Table 4), suggesting
initial trial
analysis suggestedthat in general the WVR calibrations stochastic
troposphere
models(seebelow),or usedWVR data
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TABLE4.Random
WalkParameter
( 0•,cmOS)fortheZenith
WetPathDelayBased
onWVRMeasurements
June 3

June 4

June 5

June 6

June 7

June 8

June 9

June 10

2.04
0.48

0.60
0.42

2.10
xxx

0.90
0.42

3.30
0.42

1.26
0.42

1.98
0.42

0.84
0.36

Richmond

1.14

1.38

0.84

0.48

0.66

1.26

0.48

1.38

CaboRojo

2.40

1.62

1.32

1.80

2.58

1.86

2.88

1.98

Grand Turk
Isabela

1.68
0.78

2.34
3.60

0.90
1.62

0.72
2.22

0.84
3.06

1.20
1.02

0.60
0.78

0.78
0.90

Haystack
Mojave

xxx= no data available.

withresidual
errormodelsthatallowedseveralcentimeters
of
correction
(Table5).
With no prior calibration,the entirewet delaycanbe estimatedalongwith the geodeticparameters
of interest,based

thesehigh valuesreflect actualgreatervariabilityduring
stormyweather,or inaccuracy
of theWVR in thepresence
of
significantliquidwaterin the atmosphere.The valueslisted
in Table 5 are similarto the rangeof stochastic
modelsused

solelyon the geometricstrengthof the GPS data. The zenith by Tralli and Lichten [ 1990] in the Gulf of California and
delay can be estimatedas either a constantor time-varying Dixon and Kornreich Wolf [1990] in Central America. At

stochastic
parameter. The stochasticmethodwas always least for theseexamplesit appearsthat the humid troposuperior.A seriesof trial runswereperformedusingthis "no spherecan be characterizedadequatelywith a fairly limited
calibration"approachwith variousvaluesof o•to modelthe range of stochasticmodels. Of course, this might only
wet zenithpathdelay. Comparison
of day-to-dayrepeatabil- reflect the coincidenceof similar weather conditions,and
ity on severalrepresentative
baselinessuggestedoptimum moreexperiments
will be requiredbeforethe generalapplicavaluesof o• approximately
in the range 1.0 cm/x/hrto 2.0 bility of suchmodelscanbe determined.

cm/x/hr.Notethatit is notadequate
to placeanarbitrarily Table5 summarizes
ourfinalstochastic
models.Best
looseconstraint
on thisparameterto coverall possiblesites resultswereachievedusingWVR calibrationwhereavailable
andsituations;
therandomwalkmodelfor thewetpathdelay with residualdelaysestimated
stochastically,
and,at remainmust be constrainedto approximatelythe "correct"value ing sites, estimating the entire wet zenith delay with
(within a factor of -•2 basedon the limited number of trials stochasticmodelsallowing greaterfluctuations. The level of

performedfor this study)to obtainoptimumbaselineestimates. Values of o•that are too large weakenthe GPS data
strengthfor geodeticparameterestimation,while valuesthat
are too smallmay introducesystematic
errors.
The valuesof o•that gave the best repeatabilityfor the

atmospheric
variability,coupledwith the resolutionof the
data,did not permitdistinctmodelsto be constructed
for each
Caribbeansite, but there were clear advantages
to separate
modelsfor the CaribbeanandcontinentalU.S. sites.

Caribbean
baselines
(Table5) were,withina factorof 2, sim- CycleAmbiguity
Resolution
ilar to the averagevaluesof the wet troposphere
variability

measured
bytheWVRsat thetropical
sites(Table4). The Oncethe troposphere
treatment
wasoptimized,
it was
totalrangeof measured
dailyvaluesof o•in theCaribbeanfeasible
to attempt
carrierphasecycleambiguity
resolution
region
(including
Richmond)
was0.5 - 3.6 cm/x/hr.The (biasfixing).Attempts
to fix thebiases
ontheCaribbean
rangemeasured
by thenewerthree-channel
WVR at Grand baselines
priorto optimizing
thetroposphere
treatment
were

Turkwas0.6- 2.3cm/x/hr,
witha mean
of 1.1cm/x/hr.
In largely
unsuccessful.
Biasfixingwasmoresuccessful
within
general,
thehighervaluescorrespond
to dayswhererainor the Caribbean
networkwhenthe tropospheric
calibration
stormyweatherarereported.We cannotdetermine
whetherscheme
described
abovewasemployed,
withmorethan90%
TABLE 5. FinalStochastic
ModelParameters
for ZenithWet Tropospheric
PathDelay

(Entries
area (equation
(13),text)in crn/x/hr.)
CaboRojo

California

WVR*

NoWVR•'

RemainingCaribbean

Ft. Davis,

Dominican

Sites Plus

Texas

Republic

Richmond,Florida

NoWVR•'

WVR*$

WVR*

NoWVR•'

June
3,4õ

1.2

1.2

1.8

1.8

1.2

2.4

June 5-10

1.2

1.2

1.8

1.8

1.2

1.8

*Residualdelayestimatedstochastically.
•'Entirewet delayestimatedstochastically.Note lower level of fluctuationsfor Californiasites.
•:Thisresidualdelaymodalallowshighertemporalfluctuations
to account
for lackof tip curve

calibra-

tion.

õThestochastic
modelfor Caribbean
siteswithoutWVRs on these2 daysallowshighertemporal
fluctuationsto accountfor stormyweatherthroughmostof the region.
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of the biases resolved for baselinesshorterthan about 550 estimate was not affected significantly by bias fixing the

km. For longerbaselines,we wereunableto resolvemostof single-dayorbitalarc data. Similarresultswere obtainedby
biaseswith single-dayorbitalarcs,whichmotivatedthe mul- Blewitt [ 1989] andDong and Bock [1989] for GPS baseline
tiday arc strategydiscussed
in the next section. Figure4 estimates
in southernCalifornia.

showsbaselinerepeatability
beforeandafterbiasfixing for To illustratethe sensitivity
of resolvingbiasesin thisdata
single-day arcs for all baselinesamong sites in the set to tropospheric
calibration,we intentionallydegraded
CaribbeannetworkincludingRichmond,Florida,spanningthe calibrationby specifyingnonoptimumrandomwalk

up to about1260km in length.Repeatability
of horizontalmodels.Figure5 shows
theresults
of a series
of runsmade
components
wasimproved
by factorsof 2 or moreafterbias wherethewettroposphere
wasmodeled
stochastically,
using
fixing for mostbaselinesshorterthan550 km, andcaused a singleaveragevalueof a at all Caribbeansiteswithout
smalleror no improvements
on the longerbaselines
where WVRs;thevaluesin Table5 wereusedfor theremainder
of
we were unable to resolve biases. Precisionof the vertical the network. Values of a either looser or tighter than the
'1•
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Fig. 4. Histograms
of baselinerepeatability
(equation
[15]) plottedapproximately
as a functionof baseline
length
(somebaselines
displaced
slightlyfor clarity)beforeandafterresolution
of carderphasecycleambiguities
(biasfixing) for single-day
orbitalarcsandoptimized
wettroposphere
treatment.Noteimprovement
with biasfixingin horizontal(east,north)components
for baselines
shorterthan550 km andscalechangeat 550 km..
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able to us for this experiment,as with the experiments
just
cited,did not operatein a "line of site"mode,but rathergave
zenith delay estimatesonly. In the presenceof azimuthal
asymmetriesin the wet path delay, this differencecould be
important, and line of site calibration with WVRs would
presumablybe advantageous.The temporalvariability in

x

O3

IN THE NORTHERN

95

_O 90

the wet zenith delay at many Caribbean sites leads us to
m

85

•

800

suspectthatsuchasymmetries
werein fact presentduringthe
experiment. Third, there are statistical limitations in the
type of comparisonswe can employ with available data,
which involve

results with and without

WVR

calibration

over severaldays. Considerthe data describedin Figure7,
RANDOMWALKPARAMETER
(cm/•/hr)
where data availability for the Cabo FrancisViejo-Grand
Fig. 5. Number of carrierphasecycle ambiguities(biases)resolved Turk baselinelimits the comparisonto just 4 days. The
dayscan be considered
independent
trials (n=4)
as a functionof wet troposphericpath delay model. Tropospheric observation
treatment is held fixed at the U.S. fiducial

sites and at the Caribbean

sites where WVR calibrationis available. A single random walk
model for the entire zenith wet troposphericpath delay is varied at
the remainingCaribbeansitesas shown. Randomwalk parameter(a)
= 0 indicateswet zenithpath delay modeledas constant.

withn-l=3 degrees
of freedom.
A simple
z2 testtodetermine
the confidencelimit for our determinationof repeatability
(~•) suggests that at the 95% confidence limit the
repeatability of the vertical componentestimate of this
baselinewith WVR calibration,nominally 2.5 cm, could be
as low as 1.4 cm.

For stochastic estimation

of the entire

delay, the repeatability,nominally1.0 cm, couldbe as high
optimum ayerage value affected the number of biases that as 3.7 cm. The two values are similar within uncertainties,
could be resolved in the network. Note that this optimum and the apparent"failure" of WVR calibrationrelative to

value(1.0cm/x/hr)
is closeto theaverage
valuemeasured
by stochasticestimationfor this baseline is not statistically
thethree-channel
WVR at GrandTurk(1.1cm/x/hr;
Table4). significant. All we can say given our limited data is that
The bias-fixed resultsallow a more rigorousevaluationof
the relative merits of various tropospheric calibration
schemesfor this experiment. Each schememust be implementedin a near-optimummannerin order to achievebiasfixed baseline estimates,and the overall improvementin
precisionwith bias fixing meansthat we can bettercompare
the relative merits of each approach. Figure 6 is similar to
Figure 3, exceptnow we plot repeatabilityof baselineestimateswith biasesfixed (to the extentpossible)for various

there is no significant difference between WVR calibration

and stochasticestimationtechniques.
Finally, we note that the ability to resolve the carrier
phasebiasesin the Caribbeannetworkalsodependedon the
number and geometry of stations in the network and the
correspondingexistence of several relatively short (168,
184 km) baselines. Omission of one or more sites in the
network significantly affected the ability to resolve the
biases,dependingon the resultingnetworkgeometry.

treatmentsof the residual delay after WVR calibration. The
resultsof the residualerror treatmentsshownin Figure 6 are MultidayArcs: ReducingOrbit Errors
generallysimilar to thosein Figure 3, but as expectedthe
Once tropospheretreatmentwas optimized and carrier
repeatabilityin the horizontal componentsis improved in
the bias-fixed case. The exceptionis the case where no phasebiasesresolvedto the extentpossible,it was apparent
correctionis applied to the WVR calibration;the bias-fixed that repeatabilitycorrelatedstrongly with baselinelength
and bias-estimated results are similar. This occurs because in
(Figure 4), suggestingthe influence of orbit-related errors.
the so-called bias-fixed case, many of the biases could not We thereforeformedmultidayorbitalarcsof up to 3 daysby
actuallybe resolved. This indicatesthat systematicerrorsin specifying longer solution intervals in GPSOMC and
resolve
the calibration, if uncorrected,may be serious enough to FILTER in an attemptto improvethe orbit estimates,
biaseson longer baselines,and reduce baseline errors. The
precludebias-fixing.
fully by Lichtenand Bertiger[1989]. A
Figure 7 comparesthe repeatabilityof bias-fixed, WVR- methodis described
calibratedbaselineestimatesusingan optimumresidualerror singleset of estimatesfor the GPS epochstates,including
treatment(from Figure 6) with bias-fixed baselineestimates constant.correctionsto three solar pressurecoefficientsfor
using our "best"stochasticmodel for the entire wet tropo- each spacecraft,was determinedfrom all the data in the
sphericpath delay. The resultsof the two methodsare very multiday pass. The zenith tropospherecorrectionat each
similar. The largestdifferencein repeatabilityis a 1.5-cm ground site or its residual after calibration was estimated
differencein the vertical componentestimatesfor the Cabo stochasticallyas describedabove;however,from one day to
FrancisViejo-GrandTurk baseline,which, given the preci- the next, the troposphereparameterswere reset so that they
asseparate
parameters.In addition,separate
sion of the vertical componentestimate,is not significant. weredetermined
These observationssuggestthat for this experiment,WVR station solutions were obtained for each day, and these
calibration did not improve results relative to stochastic positions were compared as before to assess baseline
estimationof the entire wet delay. The sameconclusionwas repeatability.
The data were divided into three arcs: June 3-5, June 6-7,
reachedfor GPS experiments
in the Gulf of California[Tralli
et at., 1988] and Central America [Dixon and Kornreich

and June8-10. The June3-5 arc producedslightlyweaker

Wolf, 1990]. However, theseare not definitive testsof WVR solutions because some of the Caribbean sites and Fort Davis
utility, for severalreasons.First, the quality andquantityof producedincompletedataon the farstday (Table 2), andFort
the WVR calibrationavailablewas far from ideal. Perhaps Davis (normally a fiducial site) had no site vectorrecordedon
with high-qualityWVRs deployedat all siteswithin a net- June5; its positionwasestimatedin the multidayarc analywork, improvementsin baselineestimateswith WVR cali- sis. The multiday arc solutionswere bias-fixed as before. A
brationwould be more apparent. Second,the WVRs avail- major differencebetweenthe single-dayand multiday arc
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Fig. 6. Sameas Figure 3, usingbias-fixedbaselineestimates.

solutions

is that we were able to resolve biases on much
coefficients.This model,describedby Lichtenand Bertiger
longerbaselineswith the multiday arc approach.For exam- [1989] andLichten [1990b], allowsfor estimationof tightly
actingon the spacecraftin orderto
ple, with single-dayarcswe were able to resolvelessthan constrainedaccelerations
20% of the biases on baselines between 500 and 2000 km
compensatefor effects such as gas leaks and deficienciesin
and none on longer baselines. With the multiday arcs, thesolarpressure
modelwhichcanbuildup overdataarcsof
almost all the biases were resolved on baselines less than severaldays or more. However, when appliedto the 1986
1000 km; more than 95% of the biaseswere resolvedfor Hat Caribbeandata set, no statisticallysignificantimprovement
Creek-Fort Davis (,--2000 km) and more than 60% of the in baselinerepeatabilitywas noticed. We concludethat the
biases were resolved for Hat Creek-Haystack (,--4000 km). error budget for orbits obtained with multiday arcs of 2-3
Figure 8 comparesthe single-dayarc versusmultiday arc days without stochasticforce modelsis dominatedby other,
results,resolving all biasesto the extent possiblefor each nonforceerrors,likely associated
with residualtropospheric
strength.
approach. Note the improvementin repeatabilityof hori- effectsand geometricmeasurement
zontal componentsfor all five baselineslongerthan 800 km
(in four casesby more than a factor of 2), and the improve- PrecisionandAccuracy
ment in the vertical componentestimatesfor nine out of ten
Onemeasureof the precisionof our resultsis therootmean
baselineslonger than 300 km. For baselinesshorter than
the values listed above, where presumablyorbits are not the square(rms)scatteraboutthe weightedmean(therepeatabildominant error source, there was no significant difference ity; equation(15)) of the daily baselineestimates.Figure9
plots repeatability of the horizontal and vertical
betweenthe single-dayand multiday arc approach.
In the course of the multiday arc analysis, a stochastic components
as a functionof baselinelengthafter optimum
model was testedfor the GPS satellitesolarradiationpressure tropospheric calibration, bias fixing and multiday arc
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Fig. 7. Comparison
of WVR-calibratedbaselineestimates
usinga randomwalk residualerrormodel(from Figure6)
with baselineestimatesobtainedwithoutprior calibration,usinga randomwalk modelfor the entirewet tropospheric
pathdelay(Table 5).

estimation for all the Caribbean baselines.
The standard
deviation of baseline estimates as a function of baseline

dependon baselinelength,so the aboveerror modelis not
particularlyuseful; a best fit curve of this form is a

lengthcanbe described
by [Savageand Prescott,1973]

horizontal
line(b<lx10'9), withintercept
a givenbythe

averageof the repeatabilityvalues,4.7 cm. This probably
reflects the influence of troposphericcalibrationerrors on
the vertical componentestimates,which over this rangeof
lengthsdo not dependstronglyon baselinelength. The
where ax is the standarddeviationof componentx (east, coefficientb in equation(16) is a goodindicatorof the effect
north or vertical), L is baselinelength,and a and b are coeffi- of the multidayarc approachin reducingorbit-relatederrors.
cientsdeterminedby the technique.For therangeof baseline Best fit curvesthroughthe single-dayarc resultsgave b =
and 5.6x10'S(vertical),
lengthsdefinedby our network,the value a reflectsmainly 2.8x10'S(east),2.4x10'S(north)
datanoiseand tropospheric
errors,dominantat shorterbase- indicatingmore than a factor of 2 improvementin the
line lengths,while b reflectsmainly orbit errors,dominant average repeatability of long baseline estimates with
at longer baseline lengths. Figure 9 also showsbest fit multiday arcs.
curvesof this form throughthe repeatabilitydata. For the The repeatabilityobtainedin this first northernCaribbean
horizontal components,a is 6.7 mm (east) and 7.6 mm experiment compares favorably to that obtained in the
(north),
andb is 1.26x10
'8 (east)and3.0x10
'9 (north).The southwesternUnited States[Dang and Back, 1989;Blewitt,
vertical component,after multiday arc analysis,does not 1989;Dixon et al., 1990], whereproximalfiducialstations

Ox
=(a2+b2L
2)•2

(16)
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for bothapproaches.
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longerbaselineestimates
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are availableandwet tropospheric
pathdelaysandpathdelay
variability (and presumablywet path delay calibration
errors)are usuallyconsiderably
less. For example,Dixon et
al. [1990] report a = 5 mm (east) and 4 mm (north),b =

two data sets give clues to the remaining dominant error
sourcein the CaribbeanGPS results. The averagevertical
repeatabilityis worse in the Caribbeancase relative to the
southernCaliforniaresults. This componentis particularly
2.2x10'8 (east)and<1x10'9 (north),andaverage
vertical sensitive to tropospheric calibration error because of
componentrepeatabilityof 2.9 cm, basedon analysisof 19 correlation with the zenith atmosphericdelay [Herring,
baselines between 35 and 620 kin, mainly located in 1986]. Sensitivityanalysesfor GPS in the Caribbeanregion
southernCalifornia, for an experimentconductedin 1986. conducted
prior to thisexperimentquantifiedthe importance
The overall similarity in short-termrepeatabilityfor these of troposphericcalibrationto accuratevertical component
Caribbeanandsouthern
CaliforniaGPS experiments
leadsus estimates[Kroger et al., 1986]. The differencein average
to concludethatthe strategiesdescribedherefor dealingwith vertical repeatabilitybetween the southernCalifornia and
orbit and troposphere-related
errorsin the Caribbeanregion northernCaribbeanexamplesis small consideringthe small
were adequate. Nevertheless,small differencesbetweenthe samplesize and data scatter. Nevertheless,
the comparison
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suggeststhe possibility that improved troposphericcalibration could improve the precision of vertical component
estimatesin the Caribbeanregion, and presumablyother
regionsof high wet tropospheric
path delay andvariability.
Baselinerepeatabilityfor the 6-8 days of data available
from this experimentprimarilyreflectsrandomerror sources
4
2
0
-2
-4
whoseeffectsmay be reducedby averagingover severaldays
LENGTH (crn)
of observations,
and is one measureof precision. It is not
possible at this time to assessin any rigorous way the Fig. 10. Comparisonof mean VLBI estimate(crossedcircle at
longer term precision or accuracy of these baseline coordinates0,0) and 6 daily GPS estimatesfor the MonumentPeakto
estimates, because independent measurements are not Hat Creek baseline (987 km) obtained during the June 1986
availablefor comparisonin the Caribbeanregion. However, Caribbeanexperiment.The lo errorellipsefor the GPS estimatesis
thereare indirectmethodsto assess
accuracy,primarilybased also shown. The offsets between the mean GPS and mean VI•I
on GPS-VLBI comparisonsin other regions. In the estimatesare 1.1 cm (cast), 0.1 cm (north) and 5.2 cm (vertical).
following discussionwe will use the term "accuracy"to VLBI solutionGLB 223 mappedto June 1986 epoch,from J. W.
Ryan, C. Ma and E. Himwich (GoddardSpaceFlight Center,written
describe the results of those comparisons,recognizing the communication, 1988).
limitationsto this approach[Dixon et al., 1990].
First, comparisons
with VLBI-determinedbaselinesin the
United States occupied with GPS during the Caribbean
experimentand analyzedsimultaneouslywith Caribbeandata
Short-termrepeatabilitymay not be a valid indicator of
providesomeguide. GPS resultsfor the 987-km Monument performanceif systematicerrorsare presentthat do not affect
Peakto Hat Creekbaselinearerepresentative,
andare shown resultsover the short(severalday) observationperiodstypiin Figure 10 along with the mean VLBI estimate. The cal of mostGPS experiments
[Daviset al., 1989]. Neverthedeviationof the meanGPS estimatefrom the correspondingless, the agreement between GPS and VLBI generally
mean VLBI estimate (1.1 cm east, 0.1 cm north, 5.2 cm observedis not likely fortuitous. Preliminary data over 3
vertical) is consistentwith the day-to-day repeatability, years on a few baselinesin southernCalifornia suggestthat
suggestingno major differencebetweenprecision(defined longer term repeatabilityis similar to short-termrepeatabilby day-to-dayrepeatability)and accuracy(definedby VLBI ity when robustfiducial networksare employedand carrier
comparison). Second,we can look at the relation between phase cycle ambiguitiesare resolved,again suggestingthat
short-termGPS repeatabilityand accuracy(againdefinedby accuracyis not significantlyworsethan short-termrepeataVLBI comparison)achieved in other GPS experiments, bility for properly configuredexperiments[Larson, 1990;
principallyin southernCalifornia. These data also suggest Dixon et al., 1990].
that short term repeatabilityand accuracyof GPS baseline Additional considerationsfor evaluatinglonger term GPS
estimates may be comparable, provided robust fiducial performancein the Caribbean and elsewhereinclude iononetworksare availableand carrier phasecycle ambiguities sphericeffects and systematicerrors in fiducial stationlocaare resolved.
In such cases, GPS horizontal baseline tion. Ionosphericactivitywas low in the period 1986-1988,
componentestimatesappearto be accurateat a level of about the time span for most of the GPS-VLBI comparisondata
5 mmplus1-2 partsin 108of baseline
length[Dongand mentionedabove. Ionosphericactivity may impact, among
Bock, 1989; Blewitt, 1989; Dixon et al., 1990].
other things, the ability to resolve the cycle ambiguities,
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and thuscouldbe a greatersourceof error in the future. Fidu- following five combinationsof fiducial network: (1) Hat
cial errors would not greatly affect day-to-dayrepeatability Creek, Fort Davis, Haystack; (2) Hat Creek, Richmond,
given the near-constantsatellitegeometryduring the 8 days Haystack; (3) Monument Peak, Richmond,Haystack; (4)
of the 1986 experiment (or most individual GPS experi- Fort Davis, Richmond,Haystack;(5) Hat Creek, Fort Davis,
ments) but could systematicallybias results and thus affect Richmond, Haystack. These combinationsresultedin five
longer term comparisons. Moreover, the affect of these different estimates for the various Caribbean baselines, and
errors might be smaller in California (the main sourcefor their scatter is a measureof the sensitivity of the baseline
We also believe
GPS-VLBI comparisondata available to us) relative to the estimates to fiducial station mislocation.
Caribbeanregion, becausethe California GPS networksare this to be a conservative estimate, inasmuch as some of the
closer to the fiducial sites and hence less sensitive to fiducial
combinationshave nonoptimumgeometry and would not
errors. Sensitivity analysesconfirm that fiducial station likely be employed in subsequentexperiments. The rms
mislocation is the largest source of systematicerror so far scatter of the five different estimates of each Caribbean
identified for high precisionGPS geodeticmeasurements
in baseline is shown in Figure 11. Since this quantity
the Caribbean.
primarilyreflectsfiducial error which mapsinto orbit error,
We have attemptedto quantify this effect with the follow- we expect the correspondingbaseline error to be a linear
ing empiricaltest. Since we have a total of sevencontinen- function of baseline length with zero intercept, and thus
tal U.S. sites that can potentially act as fiducial sites, but have fit these data with straight lines rather than the curve
only three are required for orbit control, it is possibleto described by equation (16).
For both horizontal
processthe data with different (sometimesnonoptimum) components,this "fiducial error" is less than 1 mm plus 7
combinationsof fiducial stations. We reprocessedall the partsin 108of baseline
length.Fortheverticalcomponent,
Caribbeandatausingthe optimumtroposphere
model,multi- thiserroris lessthan2 mmplus2 partsin 108of baseline
day arc, bias-fixed approachdescribedpreviously,with the length. These values are less than the error level described
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by repeatability(Figure 9) suggestingthat systematicerror mm/yr; DeMets et al., [1990]). Recent work on the
in these estimates due to fiducial station mislocation is low
Septentrionalfault suggeststhe possibilityof relatively fast
(10-20 mm/yr) motion at certain times in the last 10 Ma
comparedto random error.
Obviously, additional occupationsof the Caribbean net- [Winslow et al., 1990]. Geodetic determination of the
work and continued comparisonsto VLBI results in the modern rate of motion on these faults is important,

United Statesandelsewherewill be requiredbeforethe true, preferablyto an accuracybetterthan2-3 mm/yr.
long-term level of performance for GPS geodesy in the
The relative azimuth of plate motion between North
region can be determinedrigorously,but we find theseinitial Americaand the Caribbeanis alsoof interest. For example,
resultsvery encouraging.
it is possiblethat the North Americanand Caribbeanplates
are slowly convergingalong part of their commonboundary,
DISCUSSION
based on observed compressional deformation in
Hispaniola, thrust solutions for earthquakes and plate
We havedemonstrated
that day-to-dayrepeatabilitybetter reconstructions [Ladd, 1976; Pindell and Dewey, 1982].
than8 nunplus1.3partsin 108for thehorizontal
compo-Mann et al [1984] explainedcompressionaldeformationand
nents of GPS baseline estimates can be achieved in the uplift in Hispaniolaas the result of a transpressional
westCaribbean region for baselines from 170 to 1260 km in northwest bend in an otherwise east-west plate boundary.
length, despitehigh levels of troposphericvariability and The Enriquillo fault zone is consideredto be an east-west
lack of proximal fiducial sites. Assumingthe arguments trending, strike-slip parallel "bypass"fault, formed in the
presentedabove on the relation betweenrepeatabilityand Pliocene in responseto the restrainingbend [Mann et al,
deformationoccurringwell
accuracyare approximatelycorrect, then the repeatability 1984]. However,compressional
obtainedin this first epochGPS experimentin the Caribbean southof this fault zone is more difficult to explainwith this

canbe usedas a roughguideto longertermGPSperformancemodel. Deformed recent sediments and thrust focal mechain the region. We can thenevaluatethe geologicproblems nisms for earthquakesin the Muertos Trough south of
thatcanbe attackedwith GPS, andthe time spanoverwhich Hispaniola [Ladd et al., 1981; Kafka and Weidner, 1979]
observations
mustbe madeto obtainusefulresults,provided (Figure 1) might reflect obliqueconvergence.Convergence
we have someestimateof deformationratesin the region. of a few millimetersper year, below the resolutionof current
We recognizethat there may be somesystematicerrorsnot global models, could explain these observations,and is
accountedfor in our analyses(e.g., phasecenter variation importantfor interpretinggeologicstructuresand evaluating
dueto useof differentantennas
in later experiments).To be seismic risk. Alternately, some of the observationsin and
somewhatconservative,we will arbitrarily assumethat the near Hispaniola could be explained by a block rotation
measurement
accuracyfor a horizontalcomponentof a GPS model. Discriminatingamong thesepossibilitieswith GPS
capableof
baselinevectoris abouta factorof 2 worsethantherepeata- would require very high accuracymeasurements,

bility obtained in our final results (Figure 9) and can be resolvingratesto a few millimetersper year or better.
Stein et al. [1988] determined the North Americadescribedapproximatelyby equation(16) with a = 1.5 cm
andb = 2.5x10
'8. We will usethisestimate
of single Caribbean relative motion rate to be about 20+_5mm/yr.
measurementaccuracyas a rough guide to estimatethe time With additionaldata and different assumptionsabout the
requiredto achievea given accuracyin rate determinationfor locationof a possibleNorth America-SouthAmerica plate
boundary,Dernetset al. [ 1990] determineda North Americaseveralexamplegeologicproblems,describedbelow.
Hispaniolais undergoingcomplexdeformationand is a Caribbeanrate of 12+3 mm/yr. Rosencrantzet al. [1988]
region of high seismic risk. Geodetic constraintson the determinedmotion at the Cayman spreadingcenter to be
nature,spatialdistribution
andrateof strainare importantin 15+5 mm/yr. Independentgeodetictestsof this rate would
understanding
suchdeformation.Althoughthemainpartof therefore be most useful if they were accurate at the 3-5
the plate boundarymay be submarineand lies north of the mm/yr level.
island(the Orientefracturezone;Figure1), mapsof recent The uncertaintyin the rate componentof a plate motion
seismicityshow almostas much seismicactivity on the vector, at, can be estimatedfrom the relation [Coates et al.,

islanditself and in the San PedroBasinto the south[e.g., 1985]:
Bowin, 1975; Schell and Tarr, 1978; Sykeset al., 1982;
Byrneet al., 1985]. Magnitude7 eventsare fairly common,

1/2

and magnitude 8 events are known from historical records

[e.g., Kelleher et al., 1973; Sykes et al., 1982]. A
magnitude 8.1 event ruptured the northeast coast of
Hispaniolain 1946. Other evidencefor active tectonicson

T

(I+T/At)(2+T/At)
(17)

Hispaniolaincludeshigh topographyand large gravity

the total measurement
uncertainty
1975], deformation of Pliocene to whereamhererepresents
Quaternarysediments[Laddet al., 1981;Biju-Duvalet al., (accuracy),at is the time betweenmeasurements(assumed
1982], raised Pleistocenereefs [Dodge et al., 1983] and constant),and T is the total time span of observations.
numerous
faultswith Neogeneto Recentoffsets[e.g.,Dixon Ignoring possibleslowly varying systematicerrors that we
anomalies [Bowin,

and Daily, 1981; Mann et al., 1984]. Geodetic networks are currentlyunawareof, amwill be about 1.5 cm for a 100-

designedto monitorblock tectonicswithin this complex kin baseline,based on our previousargumentsconcerning
plate boundary zone will involve fairly dense networks, repeatabilityand accuracy.This is an appropriate
lengthfor
ideallywith site spacinglessthan100 km (Figure1). Rates measurementof regional deformation. For at = 3 years, the
of motionon the majorstrike-slipfaultsin Hispaniola,the total time to achievea rate uncertaintybetterthan5 mm/yr is
Camu,Septentrional,
SouthSamanaBay andEnriquillofault 6 years (three experiments). For a rate uncertaintybetter
time spanis 12 years(five
zones(Figure 1) are essentiallyunknown,althoughthey are than2 mm/yr, the corresponding
all likely to be less than 10 mm/yr, based on the overall experiments).The overallplatemotionrate canbe measured
plate motion rate (-•20 mm/yr; Stein et al., [1988]; ---12 by baselinesof about500 km in length(providedthatblock
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rotationsare not occurring).For Om= 2 cm on a 500-km Multiday orbital arc analysisenabledbias fixing on
baseline,Or---5 mm/yr after6 yearsof measurements
taken baselines
exceeding1000km in length.
every 3 years(threeexperiments)
and will be betterthan2
Four-five
distributed
VLBI sitesin theUnitedStatespromm/yrafter15 years(six experiments).
videadequate
satellitetracking
capability
for high-precision
Severalfactorsappearto be important
in maximizing
the geodesyin the northernCaribbeanregionwith someredunaccuracyof GPS measurements,and shouldbe consideredfor

dancy.

futureGPSexperiment
designin thisandsimilarregions. The day-to-dayrepeatabilityachievedin the first GPS
First,a minimumamountof datais obviously
requiredto experimentin the northern Caribbean was better than 8 mm
achieveoptimum baselineestimates. Sites with less than plus1.3partsin 108of baseline
lengthfor horizontal
comsuggestthat the accu100"compressed"
(6-minaveraged)
datapointsyieldedhigh ponents.Severalheuristicarguments
formalerrorsandcorrespondingly
poorbaselineestimates.racyof themeasurements
is not significantly
worsethanthe
Assumingan adequatesatelliteconstellation
anda four-satel- repeatability.This levelof performance
shouldenableuseful
lite receiver,and allowingfor mutualvisibilitywith U.S. constraintson plate boundaryzone deformationand overall
fiducialsites,thisquantityof datacanbe collectedin about4 platemotionwithin10 and 15 years,respectively.

hoursof observation.
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